Hayashis Hero [Dawn Endeavor 2]

Book Two in the Dawn Endeavor
series(Previous
book:
Fallons
Flame)Genetic manipulation has created
the first super soldier, the Circ. Able to
transform into hulking, inhuman beasts at
will, the second generation of Circs, under
Project Dawn Endeavor, is much more
dangerous than the first. Psychically gifted,
the secret four-man team who once worked
for the U.S. Navy now belongs to the
mysterious Mrs. Sharpe. Bent on cleaning
up science gone wrong around the globe,
Mrs. Sharpe sends the men of Dawn
Endeavor out on behalf of the United
States government. But theres more to her
agenda than patriotism. If only the team
knew what she really had planned.Kisho
Hayashi lives in two worlds. Reality as he
knows it is a team of men closer than
brothers, Circs he would die for, Circs he
would kill for. But in dreams and waking
wisps of potential tomorrows, Hayashi is
haunted by a single male face that confuses
and worries him. Hes a trained weapon,
comfortable in the beast that lives within
his soul. But for a man who sees snatches
of the future, he should know better than to
think
he
can
outrun
his
own
destiny.Publishers Note: This book
contains explicit sexual content, graphic
language, and situations that some readers
may find objectionable: Male/male sexual
practices, menage (m/m/m), sex in shifted
form.Genre:
LGBT
shapeshifter,
paranormal
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